
P4 Home Learning Grid - 11/5/20 
 

Please check the class blogs at https://royalmileprimary.com/ and your class Twitter page! 
 

Literacy - Spelling Maths and Numeracy 

We are going to focus on our Spelling this week in Literacy this week.  The spelling 

pattern for this week is “ir”.  We usually find this sound in the middle of words but 

there are some words where it is at the end. 

The word and activity list are below the grid.  You don’t have to do all the activities.  

I would suggest 1 or 2 activities per day. 

This week is Maths week.  You will find a separate post about 

Maths week on the blog.  You can do all of the activities on you 

can choose some that are most suitable for you! 

IDL International Nurses Day 

In school we had been learning about Australasia.  The indigenous people of 

Australia had many different traditions and cultures.  A rain stick was used by 

indigenous people from many other countries too.  See if you can make one 

yourself. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=giI9RfsA0uM 

On Tuesday 12th May it is International Nurses Day.  This takes on a 

special meaning for us at the moment. 

Can you make your own Nurse’s hat? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7oLuObDhxbQ 

Spelling Activities 

 

Rainbow Writing Sound Highlight Staircases 

Spelling Flowers Back writing Bubble Writing 

Pyramid Writing UPPER and lower Case Silly Sentences 

Air Writing Blue Vowels Spelling Football 

Dot and Line Be the Teacher Across and down 

This week’s Spelling words (ir) 

 

fir stir bird third girl 

swirl twirl firm chirp first 

thirsty birth birthday dirt dirty 

shirt skirt thirteen thirty 

 
To keep us connected it would be great if you could share any comments or pictures of your work.  The class Twitter page is an excellent way of doing 

this.  You might even inspire others too! @rmpsp4  

@RoyalMilePS 
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